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ABSTRACT

The electronic transitions of ytterbium atoms in a solid Xe matrix grown at 4.8 K are investigated. Absorption bands are detected in the regions of the gas-phase $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow \frac{1}{2}^{13}D_2$ and $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ transitions. Both bands indicate that Yb atoms occupy multiple trapping sites, of which three are identified. Emission induced by the $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ excitation is found to be concentrated entirely in the region of the $6s6p\ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+$ decay, whereas the singlet emission is completely quenched. Multiple emission peaks are observed and the effects of annealing and prolonged irradiation on their amplitudes are found to be significant and are interpreted as a consequence of Yb population transfer from one type of site to another. Modeling of the ground-state site structure and stability predicts three Yb/Xe occupation types, substitutional ($s$), tetravacancy ($tv$) and hexavacancy ($hv$), in order of decreasing stability. Their tentative associations with observed absorption and emission features are discussed. Time correlated single photon spectroscopy is used to determine the lifetimes of the individual emission bands. They are found to be different from each other with indications of a mixture of short- and long-lived $6s6p\ 3P_1$ fine-structure components and demonstrate distinct temperature dependencies. A dramatic decrease in the lifetime of the emission peak tentatively assigned to the most stable site with temperature is explained by a competition between the radiative and non-radiative decay paths of the $6s6p\ 3P_1$ state. The mechanism of the latter can be attributed to electron-phonon coupling as confirmed by a model of the temperature-dependence of the lifetime.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The photophysical properties of the ytterbium atom are currently an active research topic as a result of the creation of degenerate quantum gases of a variety of Yb isotopes and their potential applications, which include a prospective atomic frequency standard.4 Rare gas (RG) solids acting as matrix hosts of Yb isolated in the rare gases (RGs) for non-radiative relaxation follow $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ excitation. In particular, it was shown that matrix isolation facilitates the singlet-to-triplet state population transfer by several orders of magnitude.7 Previous works by our group9 identified the mechanism behind this phenomenon as highly efficient intersystem crossing between the $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state and the nearby $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ manifold (see Fig. 1). The efficiency of this population transfer increases with the heaviness of the rare gas. In solid Ne, some singlet emission from the excited $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state is observed accompanied by the emissions from the $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ and $6s6p\ 3P_{0,1}$ states.6 In solid Ar, however, singlet emission is completely quenched and decay is concentrated in the $6s6p\ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+$ channel.8

Both these experiments rely on the strong propensity of Yb isolated in the rare gases (RGs) for non-radiative relaxation following $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ excitation. In particular, it was shown that matrix isolation facilitates the singlet-to-triplet state population transfer by several orders of magnitude.7 Previous works by our group9 identified the mechanism behind this phenomenon as highly efficient intersystem crossing between the $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state and the nearby $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ manifold (see Fig. 1). The efficiency of this population transfer increases with the heaviness of the rare gas. In solid Ne, some singlet emission from the excited $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state is observed accompanied by the emissions from the $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ and $6s6p\ 3P_{0,1}$ states.6 In solid Ar, however, singlet emission is completely quenched and decay is concentrated in the $6s6p\ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+$ channel.8

Both these experiments rely on the strong propensity of Yb isolated in the rare gases (RGs) for non-radiative relaxation following $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ excitation. In particular, it was shown that matrix isolation facilitates the singlet-to-triplet state population transfer by several orders of magnitude.7 Previous works by our group9 identified the mechanism behind this phenomenon as highly efficient intersystem crossing between the $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state and the nearby $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ manifold (see Fig. 1). The efficiency of this population transfer increases with the heaviness of the rare gas. In solid Ne, some singlet emission from the excited $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state is observed accompanied by the emissions from the $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ and $6s6p\ 3P_{0,1}$ states.6 In solid Ar, however, singlet emission is completely quenched and decay is concentrated in the $6s6p\ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+$ channel.8

Both these experiments rely on the strong propensity of Yb isolated in the rare gases (RGs) for non-radiative relaxation following $6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+ \rightarrow 6s6p\ 1P_1$ excitation. In particular, it was shown that matrix isolation facilitates the singlet-to-triplet state population transfer by several orders of magnitude.7 Previous works by our group9 identified the mechanism behind this phenomenon as highly efficient intersystem crossing between the $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state and the nearby $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ manifold (see Fig. 1). The efficiency of this population transfer increases with the heaviness of the rare gas. In solid Ne, some singlet emission from the excited $6s6p\ 1P_1$ state is observed accompanied by the emissions from the $6s5d\ 3D_{1,2}$ and $6s6p\ 3P_{0,1}$ states.6 In solid Ar, however, singlet emission is completely quenched and decay is concentrated in the $6s6p\ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2\ 1\Sigma_u^+$ channel.8
In this paper, we present the first results of the emission spectroscopy of Yb isolated in a solid Xe matrix grown at 4.8 K. As with the Yb/Ar system, singlet emission induced by the $6^2 P_1 \rightarrow 6s6p$ transition was found to be completely quenched in Xe. Instead, four emission peaks appear in the region of the $6s6p \ 3P_1 \rightarrow 6s^2 \ 1S_0$ transition. It was also observed that heating and irradiation could alter the relative amplitudes of the emission peaks, which was interpreted in terms of the changes in Yb populations of the distinct trapping sites similar to those we observed in the Ar matrix.

In keeping with these findings, an investigation of the effect of temperature on the triplet state lifetime revealed distinct decay dynamics for each site. The most notable effect is the decay rate of the emission band tentatively associated with the most stable trapping site which increases dramatically with temperature due to phonon coupling. Concluding remarks follow.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Xe crystal was grown on a 1 in. diameter BaF$_2$ window which acted as a substrate. This was mounted in a holder thermally anchored to the coldhead of a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (Janis SHI-4-5) in a sample chamber evacuated to a pressure of $10^{-5}$ Pa. To implant the Yb atoms, an atomic beam produced by a Knudsen effusion oven was directed at the substrate together with a small Xe flux. Typical operating parameters were a substrate temperature of 4.8 K, an oven temperature of 344 °C and a gas flux of 0.45 SCCM maintained by a mass flow controller (MKS 1479A). Since solid Xe has the lowest transparency of all the RG matrices, for absorption spectroscopy the samples were grown over 10–15 minutes. For emission spectroscopy, however, they were grown over approximately 1 hour.

The spectrometer used for UV-visible excitation was the Thorlabs CCS 2000 model capable of a resolution of 0.5 nm. Light from a Xe lamp passing directly through the matrix was used for continuous white-light absorption spectroscopy. The light source for emission spectroscopy was a 405 nm centered diode laser (CNI Laser MDL-III-405) with a linewidth of 0.1 nm. This laser could be shutdown in ~100 ns using an AOM (ISOMET 1206C-2-1002) for life-time measurements by standard Time Correlated Single Photon Spectroscopy (TCSPS), performed together with a single photon counting module (Perkin Elmer AQR-12 SPCM) and a DAQ card (National Instruments 6321 X) capable of a 10 ns time resolution.

The temperature of the system was controlled by a cartridge heater mounted on the coldhead and controlled by a PID loop. The temperature of the BaF$_2$ window could thus be stabilized to within 0.2 K between 4.2 K and 60 K during annealing cycles. Its temperature was monitored using a silicon diode sensor (DT-470) mounted on the baseplate holding the substrate.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Absorption spectra

An overview of the UV-visible absorption spectra of the freshly deposited Yb/Xe sample is shown in Fig. 2(a). Three main features are visible. Two of them, appearing in the 355–365 nm and 390–420 nm ranges, are assigned, respectively, to the $6^2 P_1 \rightarrow 4 f^3 5 d 6 s^2$ and $6^2 P_1 \rightarrow 6 s^4 \ 1 P_1$ transitions whose respective gas-phase frequencies are nearest to them. These assignments are in agreement with those made in earlier work in which Yb deposited in Xe by laser ablation produced absorption bands centered at 358 and 403 nm. The origin of the third feature at 367–392 nm is unclear. Due to the low transparency of the Xe matrix, we measured the transmittance with reference to a clean BaF$_2$ window, which may result in distortions to the baseline and the appearance of artificial features.

We believe that the absorption feature at 380 nm is spurious, though it is also possible to attribute it to the $6^2 P_1 \rightarrow 4 f^4 5 d 6 s^2$ transition in dimers and larger clusters. All three of these features withstand annealing to 35 K for 10 minutes. Figure 2(b) presents an enlarged view of the band in the ultraviolet range which has a clear doublet structure. Annealing slightly distorts its contour making it more extended to the blue. The band peaked at 405 nm also has a doublet structure superimposed over a shoulder extending up to 420 nm, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Annealing preserves
To investigate the effects of annealing more quantitatively, we decomposed the bands into three Gaussian components illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The results of three-component Gaussian decompositions are also shown. The solid line represents the spectra of an unannealed sample, while the dashed line represents those of a sample annealed to 35 K for 10 minutes.

FIG. 2. Overview of the white-light normalized absorption spectra of the Yb/Xe system (a). Absorption spectra in the region of the 6s1 1S0 → 4f13/2 5dP5/2 transition (b). Absorption spectra in the region of the 6s1 1S0 → 66P 1P1 transition (c). The results of three-component Gaussian decompositions are also shown. The solid line represents the spectra of an unannealed sample, while the dashed line represents those of a sample annealed to 35 K for 10 minutes.

These structures, apparently making the shoulder more prominent. To investigate the effects of annealing more quantitatively, we decomposed the bands into three Gaussian components illustrated in Fig. 2(c). Independent fits of the bands recorded for the freshly deposited and annealed samples agree in the position of their components to within 0.2 nm, which adds certainty to such an analysis. The main features of the absorption spectra, which we will hereinafter refer to as “violet” and “blue” peaks and as a “red” shoulder, are summarized in the Table I.

Relying on spectral decomposition, we infer that the ratio of the violet:blue:red peak intensities changes upon annealing from 1:0.78:0.47 to 1:0.72:0.62, i.e., the red and, in part, the blue components gain in intensity at the expense of the violet one. It should be noted that the amplitudes of the absorption peaks in the annealed matrix are approximately half those of the unannealed sample. This is likely due to a decrease in the transparency of the matrix during heating rather than to a loss of Yb atoms. Based on the observed behavior, we attribute the three identified features to three distinct trapping sites, stable under annealing to 35 K. Though the present analysis is not exhaustive and does not rule out contributions from other sites, including unstable ones, it finds support in the emission spectroscopy and the site structure and stability simulations discussed below.

### 3.2. Emission spectra

In agreement with earlier results for the Yb/Ar system, the emission observed by exciting the 6s1 1S0 → 66P 1P1 transition of the Yb/Xe sample is entirely concentrated in the frequency range characteristic of the 6s6p 2P1 → 6s2 1S0 transitions. For the free atom, the allowed 6s6p 2P1 → 6s1 1S0 transition occurs at 555.8 nm and the strongly forbidden 6s6p 2P1 → 6s2 1S0 transition occurs at 578.1 nm.[10] Figure 3 shows that 405 nm laser excitation of the sample produces spectra dominated by two peaks at 564 and 605 nm, with two weaker features appearing at 655 nm and 711 nm (see Table II). Lifetime measurements were performed using bandpass filters centered at 565 nm and 605 nm (FWHM 10 nm) in order to isolate each peak and the results are summarized in Table III. As shown in

### Table I. Principal features of the absorption spectra of the Yb/Xe system. Here λ, ν, δ, and Δ refer respectively to the wavelength and transition frequency, δ refers to the matrix frequency shift relative to the gas phase transition frequency, and Δ represents the FWHM. Results of the Gaussian decomposition are given in square brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>λ, nm</th>
<th>ν, cm⁻¹</th>
<th>δ, cm⁻¹</th>
<th>Δ, cm⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violet peaks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6s¹ 1S₀ → 4f¹3/2 5d²s²</td>
<td>358.0</td>
<td>27935</td>
<td>−921</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6s¹ 1S₀ → 66P 1P₁</td>
<td>402.3</td>
<td>[24856]</td>
<td>−211</td>
<td>[−205]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue peaks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6s¹ 1S₀ → 4f¹3/2 5d²s²</td>
<td>358.6</td>
<td>27881</td>
<td>−976</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6s¹ 1S₀ → 66P 1P₁</td>
<td>406.3</td>
<td>24615</td>
<td>−456</td>
<td>[−504]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red shoulder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6s¹ 1S₀ → 66P 1P₁</td>
<td>[412.4]</td>
<td>[24248]</td>
<td>[−820]</td>
<td>[1010]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3.** Emission spectra of the Yb/Xe system excited with a laser centered at 405 nm. Irradiation was undertaken over a 3 minute period.
The lifetimes, $\tau$, obtained at 4.8 K. These lifetimes may be compared to the values of $13.30 \pm 0.02$ s and $387.7 \pm 0.3$ s, respectively, were obtained at 4.8 K. These lifetimes may be compared to the values of $\tau_1$ for the 605 nm peak. Due to the weakness of the 655 nm and 710 nm features we cannot be completely confident in this data (uncertainties given solely reflect the quality of the fits) and leave more careful analysis to future work. Nonetheless, the above hypothesis on the mixing of the 660p $^3P_1$ emissions can be considered a provisional explanation.

Further indications that the emission peaks are due to distinct trapping sites can be found in the Fig. 3, which illustrates the TABLE III. Lifetimes of the normalized decay profiles of the 564 nm emission from an annealed sample at different temperatures. The lifetime, $\tau$, is obtained from a fit of the curve of normalized counts against time, $t$, to a single exponential of the form $\text{NC} = A_1 e^{-\frac{t}{\tau_1}} + A_2 e^{-\frac{t}{\tau_2}}$. The uncertainty is assumed to be $\pm 40$ cm$^{-1}$ for all values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$, K</th>
<th>564 nm $\tau$, ns</th>
<th>605 nm $\tau_1$, ms</th>
<th>605 nm $\tau_2$, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>382 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>22.01 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
<td>1.23 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>369 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>25.75 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>1.23 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>353 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>25.55 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>1.16 $\pm$ 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>329 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>28.06 $\pm$ 0.06</td>
<td>1.15 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>306 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>27.24 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>1.23 $\pm$ 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>283 $\pm$ 2</td>
<td>27.23 $\pm$ 0.05</td>
<td>1.53 $\pm$ 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Normalized decay profiles of the 605 nm emission from an annealed sample. For reasons of space, the top panel groups together the results at 4.8, 15 and 25 K, while the bottom panel groups together those at 10, 20 and 30 K. The lifetimes, $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$, given by a double exponential fit to the data, are presented in the legend.
peculiar effects of annealing and irradiation on the Yb/Xe sample. In the unannealed sample, the 605 nm peak slightly dominates the emission spectra. As one continues to excite the singlet transition, the 564 nm peak grows at the expense of the 605 nm one. A more dramatic shift in the same direction is observed after annealing the sample to 30 K for 10 minutes and then cooling it back to 4.8 K. This results in the clear domination of the 564 nm peak over the 605, 655 and 710 nm peaks, with the latter two significantly reduced. Within the range of 4.8–30 K, these changes are perfectly reversible so that cooling the sample back to 4.8 K restores the amplitudes of the peaks to their original values given by the solid line trace in the Fig. 3.

Stable evolution upon heating as illustrated by Fig. 6 made it possible to measure 564 nm and 605 nm emission lifetimes as a function of temperature. The $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ life-times of the 605 nm emission are essentially constant, while that of the 564 nm emission declines steadily with increasing temperature, as shown in Table III. As we discuss in Sec. 4, the latter can be described by non-radiative relaxation assisted by electron–phonon coupling, which competes with the radiative decay channel.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Matrix trapping sites

To interpret the structure of the absorption spectrum, we performed classical modeling of the trapping site stability, closely following the approach proposed in Refs. 9 and 15. For this purpose, the interaction potentials of the Yb–Kr and Yb–Xe complexes in the ground $^1\Sigma^+$ state were calculated ab initio by means of the single-reference coupled cluster method with singles, doubles and non-iterative correction to triples, CCSD(T).16,17 The ECP28MDF effective core potentials were employed for Yb19 and Xe19 atoms, whereas their ECP10MDF analog was employed for Kr. For the Yb atom, the supplementary basis set was used augmented by the set of diffuse spdfg primitives continuing the smallest exponents in each symmetry type as an even-tempered sequence. The Kr and Xe atoms were described with the augmented correlation consistent polarized quadruple-zeta bases aug-cc-pVQZ.19 To further saturate the dispersion interaction, the 3s3p2d2f1g set of bond functions was added in the middle of the intermolecular distance. Reference orbitals were generated by the restricted Hartree–Fock method; the Yb and Xe core consisted of the 4s4p4d4f5 shells, while the Kr core consisted of the 3s3p3 shells. Counterpoise correction for the basis set superposition error was included.

Parameters of the ab initio Yb–Kr, Xe and Yb–Ar9 interactions, namely, the location of the infliction point $\sigma$, $V(\sigma) = 0$, the equilibrium distance $R_e$ and the well depth $D_w$ are given in Table IV. These potentials, together with the well established potential functions by Aziz and co-workers for Ar–Ar, Kr–Kr and Xe–Ar dimers22–24 were used as the pairwise potential energy surfaces (PESs) that determine the site structure and stability as described elsewhere.9,15

The energies of the lowest structures found for the Yb atom in Ar,1 Kr, Xe and Ar are depicted in Fig. 7 as a function of $n$, the number of RG atoms removed from the lattice to accommodate the Yb atom. The stable structures are those which form the convex hull, i.e., possess the energy lying below any line on the $(E, n)$ plane connecting two other points. In all the hosts, three structures, $n = 1, 4$ and 6, satisfy this criterion. Analysis shows that the $n = 1$ structure corresponds to the single substitution site, in the $n = 4$ structure Yb is placed inside the tetravacancy formed by removal of the vertex and three nearest face-centered host atoms, while in the $n = 6$ structure Yb occupies the hexa-vacancy with all the face-centered atoms of the unit cell are removed. However, the relative stability of the three sites varies strongly from Ar to Xe. In the former case, in agreement with the experiment on the site interconversion kinetics, the $tv$ structure is the ground blue trapping site, while the secondary $hv$ structure manifests itself as the violet site. Occupation of the third red $ss$ site was found to be low. By contrast, in Xe the $ss$ structure corresponds to the most stable site. The $tv$ is higher in energy than the $ss$ structure in Xe by approximately the same amount that the $hv$ structure is higher than the $tv$ structure in Ar. This means that both $ss$ and $tv$ sites may well be occupied simultaneously in Yb/Xe. By similar reasoning, a low population can be expected in Xe for the third $hv$ site. Overall, the observed trend in site stability is what should be expected for the close-packed RG crystals where the volume of the vacancies increases from Ar to Xe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>$\sigma$, Å</th>
<th>$R_e$, Å</th>
<th>$D_w$ cm$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yb–Ar</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb–Kr</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb–Xe</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Parameters of the pairwise $^1\Sigma^+$ Yb-RG potentials: the infliction point $\sigma$, the equilibrium separation $R_e$ and the well depth $D_w$. 

FIG. 6. Emission spectra of the Yb/Xe system excited with a laser centered at 405 nm showing the temperature dependence of the annealed sample.
In the case of Yb/Ar, we were able to deduce the vertical $6s^2 ^1S_0 \rightarrow 6s6p ^1P_1$ transition energies for each site using the diatomics-in-molecule (DIM) approach and the Yb($^1P_1$)-Ar potentials $V_{\Sigma}$ and $V_{\Pi}$ of the $\Sigma$ and $\Pi$ symmetry. These potentials are not presently available for Yb($^3P_1$)-Ar pair. However, speculating on the previous Yb/Ar results, we may suspect that the absorption frequency in isolation increases with the effective volume of the site, from ss to hv. This leads us to the tentative association of the features identified in the absorption spectra with the stable sites found by modeling: the violet peak corresponds to hv occupation, the blue peak corresponds to tv occupation and the red shoulder corresponds to ss occupation. Annealing effects corroborate this interpretation showing the depopulation of the least stable (violet, hv) site in favor of the most stable (red, ss) one. The blue feature exhibits intermediate behavior, as should be expected for tv occupation.

The effects of annealing and irradiation on the emission spectra can be explored in an attempt to link the emission and absorption features, assuming that each site produces one dominant emission band and that the population transfer between the sites occurs mostly in the ground state. The same assumptions allowed us to explain the variations of Yb emission in the Ar matrix. It was found that Yb predominantly occupies the most stable tv blue site in the unannealed Ar sample though it can be transferred to the second stable violet hv sites by heating.

As shown in Fig. 3, annealing strongly diminishes the amplitude of the 605 nm Yb/Xe emission peak in favor of the 564 nm one. It is therefore reasonable to identify the red 412 nm absorption shoulder with the 564 nm emission, while the violet 402 nm absorption peak can be identified with the 605 nm emission. Thus, predominant occupation of the least stable but the most spacious violet hv sites at deposition is suggested, in contrast to the Yb/Ar case. This difference, however, also manifests itself in the observed effect of irradiation. In the Ar matrix, irradiation has the opposite effect of annealing, inducing a population transfer from the higher-lying violet hv to the ground blue tv site. In the Xe matrix, irradiation and annealing cause a population transfer in the same direction, from the higher-lying violet hv site to the ground red ss site.

After annealing further population changes can be induced by heating and cooling, though not by irradiation. While these observations further support our plausible site assignments, they also indicate that heating to only 35 K may be insufficient to completely anneal the sample, leaving a fraction of Yb atoms in the least stable occupation.

The dependence of emission on temperature shown in the Fig. 6 further supports the above assignments. Heating depopulates the most stable red site at 564 nm while having almost no effect on the violet site at 605 nm. As a result, the population is redistributed towards the weaker 655 nm and 710 nm emission peaks, at least one of which may belong to the intermediate blue site.

Although the above interpretation provides consistent explanation for the most of absorption and emission observations and is supported by trustworthy site stability modeling, we still consider it to be tentative. More direct confirmation should emerge from excitation spectral measurements and better characterization of the site transformation effects by means of annealing to higher temperatures and higher temperature deposition.

### 4.2. Non-radiative decay and electron-phonon coupling

The first stage of the relaxation pathway—from the singlet to the triplet state—must occur on the order of a few nanoseconds in order to quench the emission from the excited bright $6s6p ^1P_1$ state whose gas-phase lifetime is 5.7 ns. Our earlier works attributed this to a matrix-induced curve crossing between the PESs of the closed-lying $6s6p ^3D_2$ and $6s6p ^1P_1$ states.\(^9\) In solid Xe, additional curve crossings between the PESs of the $^3P_1$ states and the above-mentioned ones may also be a factor, as has been studied for the Zn/Xe system.\(^23\) This results in a highly efficient non-radiative singlet-to-triplet intersystem crossing rate which leaves the $6s6p ^3P_1 \rightarrow 6s ^1S_0$ transition—the second stage in the relaxation pathway—as the principal bottleneck in the decay to the ground state. This second stage can occur by radiative and non-radiative pathways, the latter of which results in the temperature-dependence of the decay at 564 nm.

Similar observations have been made for a number of matrix isolated species whose low-lying states have temperature-dependent lifetimes, though without the nature of the non-radiative process being made explicit.\(^4,6,25\) In the present case, we show that the process can be described as electron–phonon coupling, by which lattice vibrations promote an electronic transition from an excited state to one lower by a quantum of lattice mode energy, $\hbar \omega_m$, through the emission of a phonon at characteristic mode frequency $\omega_m$. Since $\omega_m$ is on the order of the Debye frequency, multiple phonon emission is required to bridge the relatively large gap between the excited and ground electronic states. The non-radiative decay rate of the excited $^3P_1$ state, $W_{NR}(T)$, is equivalent to that multiphonon emission rate and its relationship to temperature, T, arises from its dependence on the Bose–Einstein occupation number, $n_m(T) = [e^{\beta \hbar \omega_m} - 1]^{-1}$, where $\beta = 1/kT$. The overall relaxation rate of the $^3P_1$ state is therefore

$$W(T) = W_R + W_{NR}(T),$$

where $W_R$ is its radiative decay rate.

The precise relation of $W_{NR}(T)$ to $n_m(T)$ is given by the solution of the equation of motion arising from the electron-lattice Hamiltonian:

$$H = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \sum_{i} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r_i^2} + V(r, R) - \frac{\hbar^2}{2} \sum_{i} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial R_i^2},$$

where $r$ and $R$ are the respective coordinate operators for all electrons and all nuclei, while $V(r, R)$ includes all nuclear-nuclear and electronic-nuclear interactions. Foundational treatments of this problem have been given by Fischer and Englemann and Jortner\(^9\) within the limits of the Born–Oppenheimer adiabatic approximation. For the case of weak coupling at low temperature ($\beta \hbar \omega_m > 1$) they found:

$$W_{NR}(T)/W_{NR}(0) = 1 + \frac{\Delta E}{\hbar \omega_m} e^{-\beta \hbar \omega_m},$$

where $\Delta E$ is the energy difference between the excited and ground electronic states.
where $\Delta E$ is the electronic energy gap between the two states involved in the non-radiative decay.

The above equation assumes that the relative displacement of the two adiabatic potential surfaces is negligible and that the coupling occurs to a single lattice mode of the highest frequency. For the rare-earth ions in crystals, these approximations are known to hold well for transitions involving electronic states of the $4f^n$ configuration. One may expect the same for the 564 nm peak which has the smallest matrix-induced frequency shift. In any case, Eq. (3) should give us an upper limit for the phonon frequency.

The total decay rate, $W(T) = 1/\tau(T)$, can be obtained from the data in Table III and the radiative decay rate, $W_r$, eliminated by a simple subtraction to obtain

$$W(T) - W(4.8) = W_{NR}(0) \frac{\Delta E}{h \omega_m} (e^{-h \omega_m T} - e^{-h \omega_m (4.8) T}).$$

A plot of $W(T) - W(4.8)$ against the temperature is shown in Fig. 8. A least-squares fit to Eq. (4) with $\Delta E = 17733$ cm$^{-1}$ for the 564 nm emission gave a reasonable result for the phonon frequency of $\omega_m = 29 \pm 2$ cm$^{-1}$. As expected, the phonon frequency is on the order of the Debye frequency for solid Xe (64 cm$^{-1}$), providing further support for our hypothesis. One may also note that the characteristic ground state Yb vibrational frequencies for the $ss$ and $tv$ sites were calculated as 30 cm$^{-1}$ and 16 cm$^{-1}$, respectively. Their coupling with lattice vibrations upon energy transfer can be seen as the cause of a reduction of the effective phonon frequency.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The photophysical properties of Yb in solid Xe have been studied experimentally by absorption and emission spectroscopy. For the lowest bright $6s^2 \overset{1}{S_0} \rightarrow 6s6p \overset{3}{P_1}$ absorption, we observed a number of interesting features: quenching of the singlet emission, structured triplet $6s6p \overset{3}{P_1} \rightarrow 6s^2 \overset{1}{S_0}$ emission with temperature-dependent decay, as well as heat- and light-induced transformations of the emission peaks.

Despite the strong congestion of the absorption spectrum, we have interpreted these findings assuming that the Yb atom occupies multiple trapping sites. We have identified three of them, labelling them “red”, “blue” and “violet” according to their absorption frequencies. Simultaneous excitation of these sites results in multiple emission features, essentially different in their lifetimes and behaviours upon annealing, heating and irradiation of the sample. With the help of a theoretical site stability model and comparison with the Yb/Ar system studied previously, we have found a consistent interpretation of our main observations in the associations of the red, blue and violet sites with the $ss$, $tv$ and $hv$ occupations, respectively, in order of their decreasing theoretical stability.

Temperature-dependent lifetime measurements performed for the dominant emission features revealed their distinct kinetics. For the 605 nm peak, tentatively assigned to the least stable violet site, a double exponential decay has been observed with almost no temperature variation. In contrast, the 564 nm emission, presumably originating from the most stable red site, decays exponentially at a rate that grows dramatically with temperature. Remarkably, we have found that such dependence is accurately described by the competition of the radiative decay with vertical non-radiative relaxation assisted by electron–phonon coupling. The effective phonon frequency of $29 \pm 2$ cm$^{-1}$ obtained by a least-squares fit is realistic for the Yb atom trapped in a Xe $ss$ site.

There are still a number of aspects of this system that require further work. Decisive assignment of absorption and emission features to the different trapping site requires excitation-emission spectroscopy and a more thorough study of the effects of annealing.
while further insight into the origins of the 655 nm and 710 nm emissions can be achieved in principle by the classical modeling of the $^3P_1$ state.
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